


Sistemi Innovativi S.r.l. it is partner of a group of vocational training agencies 
delivering services at national and local level, composed by:

(Basilicata Region)

(Consortium Employment and Environment, at national level)



Sistemi Innovativi S.r.l.

Sistemi Innovativi Srl is
a company specialized
in providing high-tech 
services for small and 
medium-sized
enterprises, business 
associations, trade
unions and training 
providers.



Leader in the use of innovative tools such as multimedia
and interactive CD-ROMs and DVDs, learning platforms
and Internet sites, and creating a network between
different subjects to build systems and complex projects.



Sistemi Innovativi S.r.l. also deals
with communication, in particular
to foster communication between

the business world,
trade unions, public
institutions and the
different entities.



Sistemi Innovativi Srl is a 
member of the Consorzio 

Lavoro e Ambiente.



Consorzio Lavoro e Ambiente is a VET 
provider specially dedicated
to SME’s needs. 



The Ministry of Labour inserted the 

project “Flexible Training System”

inside the “National Catalogue of 

ESF Best Practice”.

www.flexibletrainingsystem.it

www.buonepratichefse.it



In 2005 the Italian Ministry of 
Education, the Ministry of Labour and 
the European Commission (Education

and Culture) gave to Consorzio Lavoro e 
Ambiente the European Label for 
innovative projects in language

teaching and learning
for the project and product PANGLOS 
made in collaboration with Language 

Solution.



In 2012 CONSORZIO LAVORO E AMBIENTE won the European Label for 

innovative projects in language teaching and learning for the 

Multimedia kit for basic English



worked for years to make research to prepare the
chapters on: "Training" and "Internet, communications
and innovation" in the annual "Report on Italian
Tourism" sponsored by our Government.

Sistemi Innovativi Srl,
directly and through
the Consorzio Lavoro
e Ambiente, has



Sistemi Innovativi Srl is a founding member of the
working group of the FTS protocol for the standardization

and development
of distance learning
activities.



Sistemi Innovativi Srl is the consulting firm helping
many HORECA companies to prepare LLL projects
funded by Bilateral Tourism Training Fund



Among our clients we have:

and so on.



We supported also

Sea Services S.r.l.

joint company between

Milan Airport and Elior Group.



Sistemi Innovativi is expert in preparation,
implementation and validation of VET projects in
HORECA sector, tourism and transportation sector and
for the association of SME’S.

Sistemi Innovativi is expert in preparing researches on
Tourism.
Sistemi Innovativi make consulting on Environmental
matters to several customers.



Tito Livio Mongelli 
e-mail   cla@galileo.it
fax          0039 06 55300358
tel.          0039 06 55389446
mobile    0039 3358419377




